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INSIDERS

the best in the industry, and the marketing and customer 
services departments were second-to-none.”

After leaving Watkins, O’Shea consulted for several 
smaller manufacturing companies, including Premium 
Leisure in Florida, for which he helped develop and 
market a new product. Then, two years ago in July, he 
came to Leisure Concepts.

O’Shea says he joined Leisure Concepts for two 
reasons. “Mike [Genova] and I have been friends for 
20 years; we go way back and have almost a brotherlike 
relationship,” he says, “and have always wanted to work 
together again. We’ve also been working on the Smartop 
[hot tub] hard cover.” Smartop, which launched in June, 
is Leisure Concepts’ answer to what O’Shea says is one of 
the last things that needed perfecting on the accessories 
side of the industry — the hot tub cover. When a con-
sumer buys an $8,000 hot tub, O’Shea says, they should 
have the option to buy a cover that lasts as long and looks 
just as good. 

“We had come to a point when we were ready to 
move forward with the Smartop and Mike called me 
and said, ‘I need you here on Monday,’ ” O’Shea says. 
Initially, Genova brought O’Shea on to oversee the 
Smartop project, but he quickly moved up to vice 
president of the company. 

The transition from hot tub manufacturing to spa 
accessory manufacturing has been relatively easy for 
O’Shea, who had already established relationships with 
most of the dealers. “I joke that I’ve visited every hot tub 
store in the United States, and many of the dealers I visit 
with are some of my close friends. I’ve vacationed with 
them, broken bread with them, played golf with them,” 
O’Shea says.

While he has encountered dealers frustrated with 
expanding accessories for the consumer, O’Shea has every 
confidence in Leisure Concepts and his role with the 
company. “We’re an all-hands-on-deck type of group,” 
he says. “I love the opportunity [to be a part of it] 
because I come to this sector of the business with a 
completely different set of experiences as far as the dealers 
go. I’ve been in their shoes, and I understand their clientele.”

Jeff Bailey, co-owner of Spring Dance Hot Tubs in 
New Jersey, has known O’Shea for about 10 years and 
says Steve’s always been a man of his word. “He’s worked 
in so many different positions in our industry — that 
kind of knowledge is invaluable,” Bailey says. “And he 
certainly does understand what a retailer wants, especially 
now that he’s in the OEM/manufacturing side of things. 
I’ve never seen anyone work as hard for Leisure Concepts 
as Steve O’Shea.” n

STEVE O’SHEA ISN’T JUST 

ANOTHER spa accessories expert. 
One might say that his years of 
experience from a variety of 
vantage points make him more 
of a spa industry expert.   

“I’ve touched a number 
of companies in the industry, 
whether I’ve worked for them, 
worked with them or purchased 
from them,” O’Shea says of his 
27-year career, which started 
in retail sales at Leisure World, 
owned by Tom Gervais in 
Albuquerque, N.M. “Because I’ve made a few moves within the 
industry, I’ve gained a tremendous amount of experience, knowledge 
and wisdom from the people I’ve worked with.”

Initially, Leisure World sold satellite TVs, but the company ran 
into problems when the service scrambled all of the channels. They 
had to change the product offered in order to keep things going, and 
that new product was hot tubs. “We needed to sell 25 or so to stay in 
business, and we sold 40 that first week,” O’Shea says. “It was back in 
those days when, in order to sell a hot tub, all you had to do was have 
a hot tub. Anywhere you went with one, people would buy it.”

O’Shea says that, before long, they were receiving daily calls from 
corporate or independent hot tub representatives seeking advice. “We 
felt like we knew as much as anyone on the road,” he says. So O’Shea 
went to work on the corporate side for Continental Leisure Products 
in Connecticut, moved his son and pregnant wife and started his 
manufacturer career.

Following about three years at Continental, O’Shea moved up to 
national sales manager at Saratoga Spas, a position he held for about 
five years. “That was a great group of people to work with, and it was 
really like my bachelor’s degree in the industry,” he says. “They gave 
me a lot of freedom to grow that product line.”

What he calls his “PhD in the industry” was his nearly 10-year 
stint at Watkins Manufacturing, where he learned the accessories side 
of the spa business. “When you work with a company that size, it’s 
like going to the Yankees,” O’Shea says. “They had one of the top 
facilities in the industry for any product, were managed by some of 
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Hot tub 
manufacturers 

target a 
broader 

market with 
smaller-scale 

swim spas. DOWNSIZING

BY MICHELLE L. CRAMER More and more people are attracted 
to hot-water fitness as a means of 
getting or staying healthy, but not 
everyone has room for a 19-foot swim 
spa in their backyard. So in order 
to bring these aquatic workouts to 
a bigger audience, several spa 
manufacturers have added units that 
accommodate smaller spaces.
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Swim Spa Hybrids

John Lear, vice president of 
sales for Dimension One Spas, 
saw a downsizing trend with 
consumer homes and yards, 
which led to the development 
of the 13-foot Aquafit Sport 
unit, introduced in 2011. “In 
this particular segment [of 
swim spas], there was no steel-
framed, exercise-specific swim 
spa available,” he says. “We saw 
the need for a high-quality 
construction, true underwater 
exercise area.” 

Consumers aren’t the 
only ones with limited space 
available: Space in the show-
room also comes at a premium. 
Swim spas that eat up less floor 
area are attractive to dealers, 
says Sean Corscadden, executive 
sales manager for Coast Spas. 
“Dealers who have the smaller 
units in the showroom can show it running and effectively sell 
the model, but can also sell our 19-foot model without tying up 
so much floor space.”

Coast Spas’ development of the Wellness Spas, its swim spa 
series, reflects the spatial and economic needs of consumers for 
something more compact — but Coast entered this segment of 
the market in reverse. “We saw that swim spas were catching on 
and that we should jump in the ring,” Corscadden says. “We 
took a step back and wanted to see how we could differentiate 
ourselves. Smaller swim spas were staring us in the face.”

Coast Spas noticed a common denominator: The actual 
swim area was only about 11 feet, even in a 19-foot swim spa. 
The obvious result: A spa with the same swim area but in a 
compact size. 

The series started with the Wellness I, developed in 
partnership with the Arthritis Research Centre of Canada. 
The Wellness II is the most popular model in the series — 
offering lounge seats in addition to the same exercise space as 
the Wellness I — for which sales increased 83 percent last year. 
The Wellness III is a separate spa unit that attaches to the 
others. The most recent unit to join the series is the Wellness 

IV, a 19-foot swim spa.
Cal Spas has also answered the call for a smaller swim 

spa unit. “The decision to create the 1239 Swim Spa was 
twofold,” says Casey Loyd, president of Cal Spas. “Our customers
requested a 12-foot swim spa because they just did not have 
room for a 16- or 17-foot spa. Additionally, our dealers requested
a smaller swim spa due to lack of space in the showroom. It just 
made practical sense from a business standpoint.”

BEYOND THE BACKYARD
Though the development of smaller swim spas may largely 
have been a response to space constraints, there were other 
considerations surrounding a shift in the way people exercise. 
“We’re finally coming around to the concept of vertical exercise 
in the water,” says Rick McAvoy, owner of McAvoy Aquatic 
and Sports Therapy. Our bodies function vertically almost 
all the time, McAvoy points out. “It’s a lot more functional. 
Swimming is a good exercise for cardiovascular purposes, but 
when you hit your 50s and 60s, swimming can actually make 
your neck and shoulders more stiff.” 

The Cal Spas 1239 swim spa model is only 12-feet long.
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Master Spas CEO Bob Lauter knows the positive effects of 
aquatic therapy firsthand. “My wife hurt her back and went 
through six months of land-based physical therapy, improving 
a little bit,” he says. “She went to see Dr. McAvoy and worked 
with his aquatic therapy for three months, and is now 80 percent
better. It was the transition to the water that made the difference.”

Lauter’s wife needed to be vertical and target her core in 
order to work on her spine, McAvoy explains. “We challenged 
her in a lot of ways that we couldn’t have on land because 
gravity is too much pressure,” McAvoy says, adding that water 
provides the support and resistance that land and air don’t. 

The spas are great for weight loss, upper body, lower body 
and balance exercises, he says. “You don’t need a 20-foot spa,” 
he says. “You can do a lot of functional dynamic exercises in 
the water with a vertical spa.”

Prior to his retirement, D1 founder Bob Hallam saw 
with the aging baby boomer population an increased need 
for water therapy. Hallam says he believes the market will 
only continue to grow by promoting a low-impact, healthy 
lifestyle for active seniors. 

Master Spas’ smallest swim spa is 12 feet long. (“You can 
barely consider it a swim spa because there’s barely enough 
space to swim in,” Lauter says), but it also offers an 11-foot spa 
called the FIT. At 60 inches deep, it’s more than a foot deeper 
than a typical swim spa, and also has swim jets. Children can 
swim in it, but Master Spas still doesn’t call it a swim spa. “You 
really need about a nine-foot swim space on the width of the 
spa so you don’t whack your hands on something,” Lauter says. 
“Most 12-foot [swim spas] don’t have that.”

THE NUMBERS
Showroom sales say it all: Smaller swim spas now contribute to 
a significant portion of sales for many dealers, thanks in part 
to the fact that smaller swim spas are more frequently on the 
showroom floor for consumers to see in action. The 11- and 
12-foot fitness spas in Master Spas’ Twilight series comprise 
approximately 25 to 30 percent of the company’s full spa sales. 

“Videos and pictures just don’t do it justice,” Dimension 
One’s Lear says. “You would be amazed how many consumers 

are attracted to a swim spa once 
they see it in person. Once you 
try it, you’re a believer. What 
it can do for the customer’s life 
becomes tangible.”

The size and price is right 
for a wider swath of customers,
and the exercise benefits are 
comparable to full-size swim spa. 
The main difference is in the 
swimming: Customers should 
know they may not be able to 
swim as well or as freely in the 
smaller fitness spas.

“All things being equal,” 
Lauter says, “if you want to 
swim, you’ll buy the full-size 
swim spa. If you’re not swim-
ming, the 11- and 12-footers are 
more than adequate for exercise, 
range of motion, therapy or even 
for a large family. If you want to 
swim, you probably shouldn’t be 
getting a 12-foot swim spa.” n

Though it doesn’t refer to it as a swim spa, the Master Spas’ Twilight Series FIT has enough room to exercise.


